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If man thinks carefully, this verse does not only concern wealth and
money, but it also concerns every power, strength and energy of our body.
When we expend i t and it gets depleted, Allah replaces it and has
arranged for its replenishment. Imagine even if our limbs, organs and
other body parts were made of steel and worked constantly for 60-70
years, they would have diminished long ago. However, as they diminish,
Allah replenishes them inwardly as though by means of an automatic
machine. Likewise, man keeps spending and it is constantly replenished.
The Holy Prophet

is reported to have said:
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"0 Bild, spend and do not fear that the Lord of the Throne will
render you indigent."(Ibn KathTr)
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(Has he not been told of what was
[revealed] in the scriptures of MiisZ and of 1brEh;m who fulfilled [his
covenant]?... 5337- 38) In verse [37], the Prophet IbrEhim @\has been
described by the expression waffi which is derived from the root word
wafi' and it means to fulfill faithfully the covenant one has made with
someone.

Special Characteristic of IbrZhim %&\: fulfillment of Covenant
Holy Prophet I b r Z h b
had a covenant with Allah that he will
obey Him and convey His Message to all the people. He fulfilled faithfully
the covenant: He obeyed Allah and delivered His Message to His
creatures. As a result, he was made to pass through severe trials and
tribulations. This is the interpretation placed upon the expression waffi
(fulfilled) by Ibn Jar&, Ibn Kath& and others.
Several narratives describe particular works of Holy Prophet IbrZh-h
as a purport of the expression waffi, but the two versions are not
contradictory, because fufillment of covenant is general. It comprehends
acting upon all the Divine injunctions, obeying Allah in all actions,
fulfilling the duties of Prophet-hood and messenger-ship and reforming
the creation of Allah.
Let us consider the narrative which Ibn Abi HZtim has reported on
the authority of SayyidnZ Abii 'UmZmah & that the Holy Prophet $&
recited the verse 37, and asked: Do you know what is the meaning of
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t o a f f i (fulfilled)? Sayyidna Abii 'Um5mah
said:
Rasiil know best. The Holy Prophet

& replied: Allah and His

"He fulfilled the day's work by starting it with the performance
of four rak 'at [that is, sal&-ul-ishr@l."

This is supported by the Tradition recorded in Tirmidhi on the
authority of Sayyidnii Abii Dharr &, according to whom the Holy
Prophet said:

"0 Son of 'Adam! Perform four rak'a of prayer in the early part
of the day, I shall take of you in all your affairs till the end of
the day."

Ibn Abi Hiitim reports another Tradition from SayyidnG Mu'iidh Ibn
Anas & that the Holy Prophet #& said: "Do you know why Allah gave
IbrZhim
the title of al-ladhi zuaffi (the one who fulfilled)? Then, he
said, 'Because he used to recite the following dhikr every morning and
evening:
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Scriptures of MGsZ and IbrZhZrn
Special Guidance and
Teachings
Whenever any command, statement, action or teaching of Allah is
it
quoted in the Qur'Zn from the scriptures of the former Prophets
means that it is obligatory for this 'Ummah to act upon it, unless there is
an explicit text abrogating the previous teachings. Forthcoming eighteen
verses elaborate on the special teachings of the scriptures of Holy
Prophets MGsii and IbrZh-h lEWl L&. Of them only two of the previous
teachings are concerned with practical life. The rest are meant to advise,
warn and draw attention to the Signs of Allah. The two verses [381 and
[391 concerned with prescriptive teachings are as follows:

w\,

None shall carry the Burden of Any Other on the Day of

(It was) that no bearer of burden shall bear the burden of the
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other, [381 and t h a t a m a n shall not deserve but (the reward of)
his own effort, [391

The word wizr originally means a burden, and the verse purports to
say that every man shall have to carry his own wrongdoings, whether
disbelief or sin, and none else shall carry his burden of sin, as Allah states
in [35:181.
, ,,"',
:&.i&&~*~!.iJ&~k;!;
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And if a person carrying a heavy load calls (someone) to (share)
his load, nothing from it shall be carried ( by the latter ), even
though h e be a near of kin. .... [181

By load or burden is meant the load or burden of sin a n d its
punishment, signifying that on the Day of Resurrection the punishment
of one will not be given to another, nor will anyone have the choice to pay
for another's sin as the verse quoted above clearly indicates.
This verse also refutes the thinking of the person which was narrated
above as Background of Revelation: He had become a Muslim or was
going to become one, and his friend rebuked him, saying that if any
punishment is meted out to him, he guarantees him that no harm will
come to him. The friend assured him that he would bear the burden of his
punishment, and save him. This verse further clarifies that in matters,
such as these, there is no possibility that one person may commit the sin
and another is held accountable to pay the price.
As for the Hadith of Ibn 'Umar &,as recorded in SahThain, that the
dead are punished because of the weeping and wailing of their families on
his death, it relates to the person who himself used to weep and wail for
the deceased and was wont to it, or who had advised his heirs to weep and
wail for him after his death. ( M a ~ h a n ) .In this case he is punished for his
own deed, not on account of other people's deed.l
The second injunction is contained in verse
-
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(1).It should be noted here that if one weeps on the death of a person in a way that he
or she cannot control his or her emotions, it is not a sin in Shari'ah. The wailing
that has been prohibited is a particular type of wailing that was customary in
Pre-Islam Arab society, and is still in vogue in some areas, in which one would cry
loudly, often in an artificial manner, and would invite others to weep, slapping his
face, tearing his clothes and complaining of the destiny.It is this type of formal
wailing that is meant here by the esteemed author. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
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(and t h a t a man does not deserve but [the reward of] his own
effort,....53:39) The summary of this verse is that just as no person shall
carry the burden of sin of any other, so shall he benefit only from the
good that he himself has done. It is not the case that a person performs a
righteous act instead of someone else, and the latter is absolved of his
responsibility. For example, if a person performs the obligatory prayers
and fasts on behalf of somebody else, the latter will not be absolved of his
religious duties and obligations. He is still liable for them. Likewise, if a
person embraces faith on behalf of somebody else, the latter cannot be
regarded as a believer.
Thus interpreted, no juristic problems arise in connection with this
verse. However, some superficial questions do arise regarding Hajj and
ZakEh. In times of necessity Shari'ah permits to perform Hajj on behalf of
somebody else, or pay Zakiih on his behalf with his permission. How is
this possible? A careful analysis of the two situations does not pose any
problem: In the case of Hajj-e-Badal, the sender of a person to perform
and thus it is his [the
this type of pilgrimage bears the expenses hirn~elf,~
sender's] own act for which he will be rewarded. In the case of ZakZh,
appointing someone to pay is also the act of the person who made the
appointment, and not that of the appointee. Therefore, the two cases are
not in conflict with verse [XI].

Offering Reward of Good Deeds to others
In the foregoing section we have explained that verse [39] means that
no person can perform an obligatory act, such as faith, prayers and fasts,
on behalf of some other person to free him of his religious duties. He will
be able to benefit only from the good he himself has done. This, however,
does not imply that a person cannot perform supererogatory acts and
proffer their reward to someone else. There is ample textual evidence of
ShAri'ah that a person can supplicate or give charity or do any other good
deed and proffer its reward to others. Further, there is an overwhelming
consensus of the Ummah on this issue. (IbnKathIr)
However, only Imam ShZfi'i ;
ll;dl
differs on this issue. He says
that the reward of recitation of the Qur'Zn cannot be proffered to anyone
-J

(2). It should be kept in mind that this is allowed only when one is unable to perform
Hajj due to a physical constraint, and therefore his obligation becomes limited to
sending someone else with his own expense. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
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else. He takes the above verse in a general sense and argues that the
rewards of the purely bodily acts of worship, such as the prayer, fasting
and recitation of the Qur'Zn and so on, cannot be passed on to any other
I
hl; and majority of the
person. According to Imam AbG Hanifah >
leading jurists, it is permissible. They argue that just as it is possible to
pray for and proffer the reward of charity to another person, so likewise
it is possible to recite the Qur'Zn and perform other voluntary prayers to
pass the reward to another person who will receive it. Qurtubj:says, in his
Tafsir, a large number of Traditions bear testimony to the fact that a
believer will receive the reward of the righteous acts of another person.
Tafss Mazhari has, on this occasion, collected all the relevant Traditions
which prove t h a t a n o t h e r person does receive t h e benefit of
'IsiFl-e-ThawiFb(proffering the reward of good acts).
-J

The foregoing verses have elaborated on two issues with reference to
[I] No one will
the scriptures of Prophets MZsZ and IbrZh-b ? U I+:
bear the burden of another's sin and punishment; and [2] No one shall be
freed of his Shar'; obligations, unless he himself performs them. These two
rules of law were available in the Shar7ah of all the Prophets. However,
they are especially mentioned in relation to MGsZ and IbrZhim r U I L&
probably because in their days an evil custom had taken deep root that
the son used to be killed instead of the father; and father, brother, sister
or some other member of the family used to be killed instead of the son.
The Shari'ah of these prophets abolished all the evil customs of the dark
age.
> /.,/
,,,
&> isy '+ 31, (and that his effort will soon be seen ...53:40) In other
words, outer actions of a person are not sufficient. Allah will take into
account the real, inner motive and driving force behind them whether
they were performed with the sincerity of purpose, or they were done
with some ulterior motive. The Holy Prophet $& is reported to have said:
#',

'&I4

JGYId!

"Actionsshall be judged only by the intentions."

That is, the outer aspect of actions is not sufficient. The inner aspect is
also necessary. Actions must be performed purely for the good pleasure of
Allah and in compliance with His command.
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(and that to your Lord is the end [of every one],...

53:42) This means that ultimately every one will return to Allah on the

Day of Resurrection, and give an account of his actions.
Some of the commentators interpret that this statement purports to
say that the access of human thought and imagination ends with Allah.
The reality of His Being and attributes cannot be discovered by human
imagination, because they are beyond conceptualization. Thus we are
clearly prohibited from deliberating (See Ma5riful Qur'Zn, Vol.2lpp 277-280
[Tr.]) in His Being and His Attributes. There are narrations that tell us to
ponder over the manifestation of His Attributes and bounties, and not to
conceptualize His Being and His Attributes or Qualities, the reality of
which should be left to the Divine Knowledge only.

2'4
(and that He is the One who makes [one] laugh and

$ij

makes [him] weep,. ..53:43) Mankind experiences happiness and grief,
and consequently laughing and weeping. Man assigns this to the
secondary causes [which refer to every existent thing in this universe,
and t h a t is where he ends the matter. If we analyze carefully and
profoundly, the whole system of cause and effect ends with Allah, the
Primary and Supreme Cause. No secondary cause makes anyone happy
or sad, nor does it make him to laugh or weep. Both of these things are
created by Allah. He created the series of secondary causes and effects in
our finite world. But as the Primary and Supreme Cause, He can at any
moment make the laughing person weep, and make the weeping person
laugh. How well it has been versified!

What have You whispered to t h e e a r of a flower (0 Allah)
whereby it is smiling?

$3

And w h a t have You said to t h e nightingale whereby i t i s
weeping all the times?
,>
*,
2
1
9'41, (and that He is the One who gives wealth and preserves
"

[it]...53:48) The word ghinE means affluence, and ighna' means to give
wealth to somebody else, and enrich him. The word aqnE is derived from
qinyatun which means preserving and reserve wealth. The meaning of
the verse is that it is Allah Who enriches His servants and grants wealth
to them to their satisfaction, so that they are able to use some and keep
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some in their reserve fund for future use.
&&I

$;$'& (and t h a t He is the One who is the Lord of Sirius

...53:49) The word shi'ra with the diacritical symbol kasrah under the
letter s h h is the name of a star, called Sirius which is behind Jauza'.
Some of the Arab tribes worshipped the mighty star, Sirius, because they
regarded it as a source of good or bad luck for them. Allah mentions this
star in particular in order to refute their false notion and to affirm that
He is the Lord and Master of this star as well, although He is the Creator,
Master and Lord of all the stars, heavens and the earth.
SiG
; ;21

(and that He has destroyed the earlier 'Ad,
and ThamEd, so spared none, ...53:50-51) The people of 'Ad were among
the strongest, fiercest people and the most rebellious against Allah. There
are two branches of this people: one of them is known as 'iila [the first]
and 'ukhra [the latter or the second]. Holy Prophet HEd @\was sent to
'xd, but they disobeyed him, as a result Allah annihilated the entire
nation by a violently furious wind. This is the first nation t h a t was
destroyed in punishment after the destruction of the people of Holy
Prophet Niih
(Mazhari) Holy Prophet Sdih &8\was sent to the tribe
of ThamEd, being the second 'Ad, but they too disobeyed their Prophet.
Those who transgressed were caught by the awesome Cry of Jibra7il=\
and their hearts were burst by the horrific sound resulting in the mass
destruction of those people. (See Ma'iiriful Qur'iin Vol. 4/p. 651 and the

;ij$L 2 6

=\.

cross-referencegiven there. [Tr.])

691 G ~ (And
I ; He destroyed the overturned towns also,... 53:53)
The word Mu'tafikah literally means mu'talifah (joined together). These
were a few settlements adjacent to the city. Holy Prophet LE$ %&
was
i
!
sent to them. Because of disobedience and commission of shameful and
unspeakable sins, their cities [of Sodom and Gomorrahl were turned
upside down by Jibra'Tl &8\.
$L I&k(SO covered they were by that which covered.... 53:54). This
refers to the fact that the cities were first overturned, and after that
stones of hard clay were sent down on them, which covered them.

Here ends the teachings of the scriptures of MEsZ and I b r Z h h

p-JI.
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, , (Then, which

of your Lord's bounties would you
dispute?.. ..53:55). Tamara means to dispute and oppose. According to Ibn
'AbbZs &,the verse is addressed to every human being. After seeing so
many and so clear and invincible arguments in the preceding verses and
the Signs in the scriptures of MGsZ and I b r Z h h
that support and
substantiate the claims of the Holy Prophet Muhammad % about the
truth of his revelation, the verse says to the obstinate disbelievers: How
long will you continue to deny the truth and wander in the wilderness of
disbelief? The verse further makes it abundantly clear for those who
think and deliberate that there should be no room for any doubt in the
Messenger of Allah, his revelation and his teachings. Having heard about
the stories of destruction and punishment of past nations, this is an
opportune occasion for them to straighten out. This well-timed occasion is
a favour of Allah. They should take advantage of it instead of fighting
and opposing it.

;1;31
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>;iii
b (This [Holy Prophet] is a Warner from the (genus of
the) previous warners.. .53:56). Hadha is a demonstrative pronoun and
points either to the Holy Prophet $& or to the Qur7Zn.With reference t o
the Holy Prophet $$$,
it means that in the past, many Prophets were sent
to their respective nations, and the Holy Prophet $& is sent to all
mankind, and he is not a new thing among the Messengers. He is
well-established in the straight path. With reference to the Qur'an, it
means that he has come with a book of guidance which, if complied with,
assures them of success in this world and in the Hereafter. The opponents
should fear the Divine punishment.
, ',
~ ~ G
$ j1 (The Imminent (Hour) has approached.
i)j:& @
[53:571 ~ h e r is
h no one, beside k l a h , to remove it.. .53:58). The verb 'azifa
is used in the sense of qaruba which means to draw near. &ifah is the
feminine active participle from the verb azifa and it refers to the
Imminent Event. In other words, the Imminent Event has drawn near,
referring to the Day of Resurrection. No one besides Allah can prevent it
from happening, nor does anyone know when it will happen, except Him.
The imminence of Resurrection is in relation to the age of the entire
world. The Ummah of Holy Prophet Muhammad $& is right at the end of
it near the Day of Judgement.
!ill
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(Do you then wonder a t this
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discourse, and laugh [at it], and not weep ....53:59-60). The phrase 'this
discourse' refers to the Qur'an. That is, the Qur'an, the Divine Discourse,
which is itself a miracle, has already come to them. They are surprised at
it and laugh in jest and mock at it, and do not weep at their sins and
shortcomings.

jjQ $; (while you are engaged in vain play? ....53:61). SEmidiin is
the plural of "samid" from the root word sumud which literally denotes to
be heedless. SEmidiin is used in the sense of ghafilun, meaning
unmindful. Some of the Imams have interpreted the word sumud to mean
to sing. That meaning can equally fit or apply in this context.
I
N o w , fall down i n p r o s t r a t i o n a n d worship
I
[Allah]...53:62). I t means t h a t preceding verses have a lesson for
everyone who considers them seriously that he should worship Allah and
bow down before him in humbleness.

It is recorded in BukhZn on the authority of Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas &
that when the Holy Prophet % recited this verse he prostrated, and all
those around him also prostrated along with him-Muslims, pagans, Jinns
and mankind. Another report from 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'iid, as recorded in
BukhZg and Muslim, narrates that when the Holy Prophet % finished
reciting the SErah before a mixed gathering of Muslims and disbelievers,
and, along with his followers, he prostrated himself on the ground, the
disbelievers too prostrated, except one old Quraishi man who took a
handful of soil and, having applied it on his forehead said, 'This is enough
for me.' 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'iid & said that he saw this man later on killed
as a disbeliever. Following the example of the Holy Prophet $&, the
Muslims were expected to prostrate. As far as the idolaters are concerned,
having been profoundly impressed with the solemnity of the occasion and
being overawed by the august recitation of the Qur'Znic words, as well as
by the Divine Majesty and Glory, might also have fallen in prostration.
However, since this prostration was performed in the state of disbelief, it
did not carry any reward, but it did leave a deep impression on them; and
as a result of this impact, they all later on embraced the Islamic faith,
except one person who died in the state of kufr, because he arrogantly
refrained from performing the sajdah.
&hihain record a report from Sayyidna Zaid Ibn ThEbit & to the
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effect that he recited the entire Siirah An-Najm in the presence of the
Holy Prophet &, but he [the Holy Prophet $&I did not perform the
sajdah. It does not necessarily follow from this that the sajdah is not
obligatory or compulsory. It is possible that a t that particular moment, he
did not have his ablution or there must have been some other legitimate
reason for not performing the sajdah. In such situations, i t is not
obligatory to perform the sajdah forthwith. It can be delayed until the
reason has ceased. And Allah, the Pure and Exalted, knows best!
Siirah An-Najm, through the help and grace of Allah, the Pure, the
exalted, ended on Friday night 1st ~abi'-uth-ThEni1391, in one week.
Allah willing, this chapter will be followed by Siirah Al-Qamar. Allah
grants success!

AlQamdulillah
The Commentary on
Siirah An-Najm
Ends here
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SErah Al-Qamar
(The Moon)
This Siirah is ~ a k k zIt. contains 55 verses and 3 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

-

Verses 1 8

The Hour (of doom) has drawn near, and the moon has
been split asunder. [I] And when these people see a sign,
they turn away and say, "(Thisis) a transient magic." [21
And they have rejected (the Truth) and followed their
desires, while every matter has to be settled (at some
time). [31 And there has come to them as much news (of
the earlier communities) as contains enough to warn,
[41 a perfect wisdom, but the warnings are of no avail
(to them). [51 Therefore, turn aside (0 Prophet,) from
them. (They will see the reality) on the Day when the
caller will call to a terrible thing. [6]With their eyes
humbled, they will come out of the graves like locusts
spread all over, [7] rushing quickly towards the caller.
(On that Day) the disbelievers will say, "This is a
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difficult day."[81

Linkage between Siirah An-Najm and Siirah Al-Qamar
Whereas the preceding Siirah An-Najm had ended on a note of
, $
,
jazifat-il-'Zzifah, i.e., the
warning to disbelievers in the words: Gjgl
Hour of their doom has drawn near, the present Siirah opens with a
similar sentence, "The Hour (of doom) has drawn near" and this
statement is followed by one of its proofs, that is, the appearance of the
miracle of the moon being split asunder. There are many signs of the Day
of Doom; one of them is the advent of the last of the Prophets Sayyidnii
Muhammad $& itself, as reported in a hadith 'I was sent like this with the
last Hour' and he pointed with his middle and index fingers. There are
many other Traditions mentioning that the advent of the Holy Prophet $&
is close to the Day of doom. Likewise, a great sign of Doomsday is the
miracle of the Prophet & when he split the moon into two pieces, then he
rejoined them. Also, the miracle of 'moon-splitting' is significant from
another point of view: Just as Allah's power split the moon into two, so
will planets and stars be destroyed by Him by breaking them into very
small pieces which is not impossible, as has been proved by the miracle of
splitting the moon.
The Phenomenon of Moon-Splitting :A Miracle
The disbelievers of Makkah asked the Messenger of Allah to produce a
proof in support of his claim, and he, with the dispensation of Allah, split
the moon into two parts. This miracle is verified by the concluding part of
verse 1: 'and the moon has been split asunder.'. The incident has been
narrated successively in Traditions of reliable authority, and reported by
such learned Companions as 'AbdullZh Ibn Mas'iid, 'Abdulliih Ibn 'Umar,
Jubair Ibn Mut'irn, 'Abdulliih Ibn 'Abbas, Anas Ibn Miilik & and others.
'Abdulliih Ibn Mas'iid & reports t h a t he himself was present and
witnessed when the Messenger of Allah performed this miracle. Imams
TahiiwT and Ibn K a t h b &Jk
hi bJ
have stated t h a t the reports
narrating the phenomenon of 'moon-splitting' are rnutawZtir (i.e. it has
been reported successively and uninterruptedly by such a large number
of authorities t h a t their concurrence on falsehood is inconceivable.)
Therefore, this Prophetic miracle has been proved by incontrovertible
evidence.
It was mentioned earlier that a large number of Traditions report the
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incident of 'moon-splitting', which may be summarized as follows: Whilst
the Messenger of Allah was sitting a t MinZ in Makkah, the pagans
demanded t h a t t h e Messenger of Allah should produce a proof
substantiating his claim. Allah split the moon in two parts. A part of the
moon was over one mountain on the eastern side, and another part was
over another mountain on the western side. Thus there was a mountain
between the two parts. This incident took place on a moonlit night. The
Messenger of Allah #$ said to all who were present: 'Be witnesses'. When
all the people saw the miracle clearly, the two pieces rejoined. It was not
possible for any person with eyes to deny this clear miracle. However, the
pagans said: 'Muhammad has ensorcelled us, but he cannot bewitch the
whole world; so let us wait for people to come from the neighboring parts
of the country and hear what they have to say'. (BaihaqT and Abii D Z G d
TayZlis;) Taydisi records on the authority of 'AbdullZh Ibn Mas'Gd & that
when travelers from the neighboring parts of the country arrived, they
confirmed that they did see the moon in two parts. Some reports indicate
that the miracle of 'moon-splitting' occurred twice, but more authentic
reports confirm that the miracle occurred once only. (BayZn-ul-Qur5n) The
following Traditions are worth noting, which have been taken from Ibn
Kaths:
(1) SayyidnZ Anas Ibn MZlik
BukhZS:

& narrates,

as recorded in Sahih of

'The people of Makkah asked the Messenger of Allah to show
them a sign, and he split the moon into two parts until they
saw the mount of Hira' between them'.

(2) Sayyidnii 'AbdullZh Ibn Mas'iid & narrates, as recorded in
Sahihs of BukhZri and Muslim, and in Musnad of Ahmad,

"The moon was split in two parts during the time of Allah's
Messenger, and they saw its two parts. Allah's Messenger said:
'Be witnesses'."
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Ibn Jarir has cited this report with the following addition:
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"SayyidnG 'AbdullZh Ibn Mas'iid & says: 'We were with Allah's
Messenger at MinZ. Suddenly the moon split in two pieces, and
one piece went away behind the mountain. Allah's Messenger
said: "Be witnesses; be witnesses."'

(3) The narration of SayyidnZ 'AbdullZh Ibn Mas'Gd & is recorded
by Baihaqi and AbG DZwEd TayZlisi in the following words:

"In Makkah, the moon was split into two parts. The disbelieving
Quraish claimed: 'This is sorcery. Ibn Abi Kabshah [the
Prophet] h a s ensorcelled you. Therefore, w a i t for t h e
neighboring travelers to arrive. If they too have seen the two
pieces of the moon, so he has spoken the truth. But if they have
not seen the parts of the moon, then this is indeed a magical
illusion which he has performed on you.' When the travelers
arrived and were asked about it, they all confirmed that they
did see the two parts of the moon.' : (Ibn Kathir)

Criticism against the Miracle of 'Moon-Splitting'
The critics have raised two types of criticism against the miracle: one is
based on the assumptions of Greek philosophers, and the other is based
on layman's thinking.
The deviant Greek philosophers assume that it is not possible for the
heaven and other celestial bodies to split or crack, and rejoin. But this is
merely an idea unsubstantiated by any solid or concrete proof. Whatever
proof or evidence the philosophers have advanced is flimsy, shaky,
inadequate and unsubstantial. The Islamic philosophers [mutakallimin]
have broken down their arguments and have shown t h a t they are
baseless, false and absurd. They could not prove by any rational
argument that 'moon-splitting' is impossible. Indeed, illiterate people
regard every unusual thing as impossible. Obviously, the very meaning of
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mu'jizah or a prophetic miracle is that it is an unusual event t h a t is
abnormal and out of general habit, which cannot be performed by
common people. Any ordinary work which can be performed at any time
cannot be called mu'jizah or miracle.
The other criticism based on a layman's thinking is that if such a
wonderful event had taken place, its knowledge would have been
commonplace and would have found its mention in the books of history,
but they say that they have found no such thing recorded.
Such a thinking is too simplistic which lacks careful analysis. A
careful analysis shows that the event had occurred in Makkah at night.
At that particular moment, in many parts of the world it must have been
day time where and when the question of witnessing this event does not
even arise. In many other countries, it must have been middle of the
night, or last part of the night when the people normally sleep.
Furthermore, people who are awake also do not stare at the moon all the
time. Splitting of the moon would not make any difference on the
moonlight spread on the earth, so that it would attract people's attention.
The event took place suddenly and lasted for a short while. It is a daily
experience that in particular countries a t different times lunar eclipse
takes place. Nowadays a forecast is made about its occurrence well in
advance, yet there are hundreds of thousands of people who are
absolutely unaware of it. Can this be the proof that the lunar eclipse did
not take place? Thus if the event is not recorded in world history books,
its occurrence cannot be denied or refuted.
Besides, the event is recorded in the famous and reliable history book
of India called 'Tarikh-e-Farishtah'. It has been mentioned in this book
that the MahZrZjah, a native ruler, of MalabZr had witnessed this
phenomenon that night with his own eyes, and had i t entered i n his
diary. This incident was the cause of his embracing Islam. Earlier on the
narratives of AbE DZwGd TayElisi and Baihaqi were quoted about the
pagans of Makkah themselves who inquired from the people arriving
from the neighboring parts of the country and they confirmed and
verified that they had seen it. Allah, the Pure and the Exalted, knows
best!
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turn away and say, "[This is] a transient magic .... 54:2). The word
mustamirr, in the popular sense of the word, as used in Persian and
Urdu, means something lasting or enduring. However, in the Arabic
language it is sometimes used in the sense of passing away or coming to
an end, being derived from marra and istamarra. Leading authorities on
TafsL, like Mujahid and QatZdah ;ik dl bJ,
have applied this sense of
the word in the present context. Thus the verse means that the Quraish
alleged that the sign of moon-splitting they saw was an illusion and false;
its effect will soon diminish and fade away. Another meaning of the word
mustamirr is strong and firm. ~ b ~ l - ' a i and
~ a hDahhak 2" 8' bJ
interpret the word in this sense, meaning t h a t this is a very potent
sorcery.
a ,,a
4 ,,
$- /I 3(,(...while every matter has to be settled.. ..54:3). The literal
meaning of the word istiqrzr is to settle. The verse means that everything
must ultimately reach its end and the matter must become clear. If a veil
is fabricated and cast over the t r u t h or reality, eventually [in its
designated time] the false veil will be removed and the t r u t h and
falsehood will be clearly distinguished.

.,

I

(rushing quickly towards the caller.. ..54:8). The word
muhti'in literally denotes walking quickly with one's head raised above.
This, together with the two preceding verses, gives a graphic picture of
the Day of Gathering or Reckoning. The people will hasten hurriedly in
the direction of the voice of the Caller towards the mahshar (area of
Reckoning). The words: "With their eyes humbled,." in preceding verse (7)
are in no conflict with the present verse, because there will be many
different occasions in mahshar. On some of these occasions, the eyes of all
the people will be cast down.
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The people of f i h denied (the truth) before them. So
they rejected Our slave, and said, "(He is) a madman",
and he was (also) threatened (by them). [9] So he prayed
to his Lord saying, "I am overpowered, so defend (me)!'
[ l o ] So We opened the gates of the sky with water
pouring forth profusely, [ I l l and We caused the earth to
gush forth as springs; so the water (of both kinds) met
together for a destined event. [I21 And We caused him
( f i h ) to board that (ship) which had planks and nails,
[I31 which sailed under Our Eyes, as a reward for the
one who was rejected (by the infidels). [I41And We left it
(the ship) as a sign. So, is there one to take lesson? [I51
How then was My torment and My warnings? [I61 And
indeed We have made the Qur'Zn easy for seeking advice.
So, is there one to seek advice? [I71
and the Lesson Learnt from it
The Story of the People of NGh
3,
<>jiJ d,.+
(and said, "(He is) a madman", and he was threatened ...
5 4 9 ) . The word wazdujira literally denotes 'he was rebuked'. It refers to
the attitude of the people of NEh
who rebuked and threatened him to
stop him from preaching. On another occasion in the Qur7Zn,we read that
threatened and warned him that if he does not
the people of NEh
stop propagating his message, he would be stoned to death.
/

5

4 > ' > /

m\

'Abd Ibn Humaid reports from MujZhid that when some of his people
found him somewhere, they would choke him, as a result he would
become unconscious. But when he recovered, he would pray to Allah, '0
Allah! Forgive my people, for they do not know the truth'. In this way, he
endured the persecution of his people patiently for nine hundred and fifty
years, prayed for their forgiveness and understanding of the truth.
Eventually, when the situation became intolerable, and he could no
longer resist his people, he invoked Allah to help him against them. As a
result, Allah opened the gates of the heaven with torrential rain, and the
entire nation was drowned which is mentioned in the forthcoming verse.

54& d'i3
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the water [of both kinds] met together for a
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destined event ....54:12). In other words, the rain water pouring down from
the skies in torrents and also bubbling water gushing forth from under
the ground, caused the Deluge [a huge flood] which engulfed the entire
land, and thus the Divine decree was fulfilled, destroying the people of
Nlih @\to the last man, and even the peaks of the mountains could not
give them any shelter.

2:;C12

(to board that [ship] which had planks and nails ...54:13).
The word alwZh is the plural of lawh and it refers to a board or a plank.
The word dusur is the plural of disZr and it stands for nail. It also means
a cord of fibres of the palm tree with which the planks of a ship are bound
together.

5$& ~l21
i
s

(And indeed We have made the Qur7Zn
easy for seeking advice. So, is there one to seek advice?. ...54:17).The word
dhikr in the prepositional phrase 'lidh-dhikr' has several shades of
meaning: to remember or memorize or by-heart; and to take heed of
admonition and warnings. Both these meanings are equally applicable
here. Allah has made it easy to memorize the Holy Qur'an. The followers
of the previous scriptures were not privileged to memorize their entire
book, word by word - whether Torah, InjIl or ZabGr. It is one of the
privileges conferred on Muslims that He has made it easy, even for the
tender-aged children, to commit the entire Qur'En to memory, word for
word, without missing out a single letter. The Qur'an is preserved in the
hearts of hundreds of thousands of H u f f a ~for the past fourteen hundred
years in every age, people and their children of every level, in every
region or territory of the world.
$.,
I

The verse could also mean that Allah has made the Qur'iin so simple
that just as an intellectual and knowledgeable person benefits from its
contents, so does a layman, having no expertise in relevant sciences. He
too can benefit from its admonition and warnings (at his own level).

Qur5n is Made Simple to Memorize and to Take Heed; Not for
UtihZd or IstinbZf
In this verse the verb
yassarnZ [We have made easy] is qualified
by the prepositional phrase $& lidh-dhikri [for seeking advice]. This
implies that the Qur'Zn has been made easy to the extent of memorizing it
and paying heed to its advice and warnings, from which all can benefit -
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whether a learned scholar or an unlearned person, whether young or old.
This does not necessarily imply that derivation or deduction of laws and
injunctions from the Qur'an is easy for everybody. IjtihEd or Istinbat
(deduction) of injunctions from the Qur'Zn is a science, having its own
complex rules. Scholars well-grounded in knowledge have spent years of
their life to attain to the position where they could exercise I j t i h d and
Istinbat. It is not a field where every ordinary person or layman can play
his role
This indicates the error of some of the deviant people who, on the
strength of this statement, wish to pose as mujtahid and derive laws and
injunctions with their own reasoning, without acquiring complete and
profound knowledge of the Qur'Zn, and without fully grasping its
methodological principles and rules. This is clear deviation!
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SErah Al-Qamar :54 : 18 - 42

(The people of) 'Ad rejected (their prophet). How then
was My torment and My warnings? [I81 We did send to
them a furious wind in a day of lasting bad luck, [19]
plucking people away, a s if they were trunks of
uprooted palm-trees. [201How then was My torment and
My warnings? [21] And indeed We have made the Qur'Zn
easy for seeking advice. So, is there one to seek advice?
[22] (The people of) ThamGd rejected the warners. [231 So
they said, "Shall we follow a single human being from
among us? Then we will be in error and insanity. [241 Is
it that the advice has been cast upon him alone out of
all of us? No, but he is a bragging liar." 1251 Tomorrow
they will know who is the bragging liar! [26] We are
going to send the She-camel as a trial for them; so
watch them (0 SZlih,) and keep patience, [271 and tell
them that water (of the well) is to be shared between
them (and the She-camel), so as the right of having
water shall be attended by each (alternatively). [28]
Then they called their man (to kill the She-camel,) so he
undertook (the task) and killed (the She-camel).[29] How
then was My torment and My warnings? [301 We sent
upon them a single Cry, and they were like crushed
leafs of a hedge-builder. [311 And indeed We have made
the Qur'Zn easy for seeking advice. So, is there one to
seek advice? [321 The people of LGt rejected the warners.
[331 We sent upon them a rain of stones, except the
family of Lut whom We saved in the last hours of night,
[341 as a grace from Us. This is how We reward the one
who offers gratitude. [351 And he (Lut) had certainly
warned them of Our grasp, but they disputed the
warnings. [361 And they had even tried to tempt him
against his guests (so that they may snatch them away
for bad purpose,) but We blinded their eyes: "Now taste

246
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My torment and My warnings!'' [37] And on the next
morning, a lasting torment overtook them: [38] "Now
taste My torment and My warnings."[391 And indeed We
have made the Qur'an easy for seeking advice. So, is
there one to seek advice? [401 And the warners came to
the family of Fir'aun (Pharaoh). [411 (But) they rejected
all Our signs; so We seized them - a seizure by a Mighty,
a Powerful Being. [421
Lexicological Analysis
The word & su'ur has appeared twice in this Stirah. First it has
appeared in verse 24 in connection with the people of Thamiid where it is
their own word, and means 'madness or insanity'. The second time, the
word appears in connection with the punishment of the sinners where it is
2 Here the word
the word of Allah in the forthcoming verse [471
su'ur may also be t a k e n in t h e sense of Hell-Fire. According to
lexicologists, the word su'ur is used in both these senses.
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(And they had even tried to tempt him against his
guests.. .54:37). The word murawadah signifies to entice someone to satisfy
one's lust. This verse refers to the night when the angels came to Prophet
in the shape of handsome young men, as a test from Allah for
Ltit
his people who were addicted to homosexuality. Prophet LEt @\hosted
his guests. The licentious people came to him from every direction, and
the Prophet LGt 1had to shut the door to protect his guests. They came
during the night and tried to break the door down and scale the walls to
come in. The immoral behaviour of his people distressed Prophet Lii$ @@\
but when the guests revealed to him that they were angels and have
been sent by Allah to inflict destructive punishment on his people, he felt
comforted; they assured him that they will not be able to hurt them in
any way.
SErah Al-Qamar s t a r t e d on t h e note t h a t Doomsday i s f a s t
approaching, so that the infidels and pagans, who have lust and greed for
this world and are unaware of the Hereafter, come to their senses. First,
t h e punishment of t h e Hereafter is mentioned. Then t h e evil
consequences of their misdeeds in the present life are cited. Reference is
made to the conditions of world-famous nations, their opposition to their
respective prophets and its evil consequences. The people of Niih \were the first people who were destroyed by Divine punishment. Many
different kinds of devastating torments were inflicted on the people of
Nih, the tribes of 'Ad, Thamud and Lti$
and the people of Fir'aun in

=\
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this world. Their stories and histories are recounted in detail on several
occasions in the Qur'an. Here they have been condensed.
All these five nations were the strongest and resourceful. It was not
possible for any of the subdued nations to overcome any of these
superpowers. The current set of verses show how the superpowers were
destroyed by Divine punishment. After describing the punishment of each
nation, the Qur'Zn repeats the following statement as a refrain: il? L&
Jzj &I% (How then was My torment and My warnings?). That is, when
the Divine chastisement overtook these nations who were very powerful
in terms of might, wealth and number were killed like flies and
mosquitoes. In addition, the following verse is repeated to advise the
Muslims and the infidels in general:
(And
;
i& 3%ill$l c>
indeed We have made the Qur'Zn easy for seeking advice. So, is there one
to seek advice?) This is to indicate that the only way to avoid the terrible
chastisement is to take to the advice of the Qur'Zn. Allah has made the
Qur'Zn easy to the extent of paying heed to the admonition and
warnings. Only the most ill-fated person will not take advantage of the
warnings.
The forthcoming verses address the people of the time of the Prophet
Muhammad
t h a t they are not more powerful in terms of wealth,
number and might than the people of Prophet NIlh @\,the tribes of 'Ad
and ThamuG, Prophet L7it's @\people and the people of Fir'aun. Then
how are they sitting in a careless manner?

-
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(Now) a r e the disbelievers among you in a better
position than all of them (the aforesaid punished
people), or do you have immunity (recorded) in the
sacred books? [431 Or do they say,"We are a large group,
well-defended."? [441 Soon shall this 'large group' be
defeated, and all will turn their backs. 1451 Rather the
Hour (of judgment) is their appointed time (for their
full recompense), and the Hour is more calamitous and
more bitter. [461 Surely the guilty ones are in error and
madness. [471 On the Day when they will be dragged into
the Fire on their faces, (it will be said to them,) ''Taste
the touch of Hell." [481 Verily, We have created every
thing according to (Our) predestination. [ 4 9 ] And
(implementation of) Our command is no more than a
single act like the twinkling of an eye. [501 And We have
destroyed people like you; so, is there one to take
lesson? [511 And every thing they have done is recorded
in the books (of deeds). [521 And every thing, small and
big, is written down. [531 Of course, the God-fearing will
be in gardens and rivers, [541 in a seat of Truth, near to
the Omnipotent Sovereign. [551

Lexieologieal analysis
The word 3; zubiir (in verse 43) is the plural of zabiir, which stands
for any written book. It specifically refers to the Scripture t h a t was
revealed to Prophet DZwGd

$G

&i (...more calamitous and more bitter.. .54:46). The word adha

means more or most calamitous. The word amarr is derived from murr
which originally means 'bitter'. By extension anything 'difficult' or
'painful' is also referred to as amarr and murr. In the phrase &; & 2 ft
dalalin wa su'ur, dalEl, as is known, means 'error' or 'deviation' and the
word su'ur in the present context means the u ell-u ire'.' In the phrase
ashya'akum, (verse 51) ashyE' is the plural of shi'ah, and it means a
'follower',that is, those who follow their pattern of life.
(1). This is according to one interpretation. The other meaning of the word is 'madness'
and the translation in the text is based on this meaning. (Muhammad Taqi
Usmanil
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In the phrase ~ . j 4 maq'adi-sidqin, the word maq'ad means 'seat'
and the word sidq means 'truth' and implies the 'seat of truth' where
there will be no idle and obscene talks.
#

& &$23
*' *
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(Verily, We have created every thing according to
[Our] predestination.. .54:49). In the prepositional phrase bi-qadar, the
word qadar literally denotes to 'measure' and to create something with a
proper measure and proportion. It is possible for this literal sense of the
word to apply in the current verse: Allah is the Supreme Sage Who
created every species of the existent entity wisely with proper
measurement - whether big or small, and in different shapes and sizes.
Having created, He maintains the structure of every individual in a very
wise measurement: The fingers and toes are not equal in size; the lengths
are different; the length and breadth of hands and legs are wisely
structured; and their bones, muscles and skins are created flexible to
stretch and contract. When we analyze every single part of every single
limb and organ of [human] body, we discern the wondrous vistas of
Divine wisdom opening up.
I

'

As a theological term, qadar is used in the sense of taqdir [Divine
predetermination, predestination, preordainment, preordering or decree].
Most authorities on Tafsb , on account of some versions of hadith, take
the word qadar here in this sense. It is recorded in Musnad of Ahmad,
SahTh Muslim and Tirmidhi on the authority of Sayyidna AbG Hurairah
4& t h a t once the pagans of Quraish came to the Holy Prophet $&
debating and arguing with him on the question of taqdir (Predestination).
On that occasion this verse was revealed. In the light of this tradition, the
verse purports to say that Allah has predetermined the total sum of
everything. He created everything with predestined limits before they
were created. He knew everything that will occur before it occurred, and
recorded everything [time and place, growth and decline] that will occur,
before they occurred. Everything t h a t occurs in this world, occurs
according to t h e Divine P l a n worked out i n P r e - E t e r n i t y or
Eternity-without-Beginning.
The question of taqdir, according to Ahl-us-sunnah wal-jama'ah, is
one of the affirmed and standard articles of faith in Islam. Anyone who
denies it outright is an atheist or goes out of the pale Islam, and the sects
that deny it by convoluted or twisted interpretation are miqGz [sinners or
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transgressors]. Imam Ahmad, Abii DZwTid and TabarZni record a
Tradition on the authority of Sayyidna 'Abdullih Ibn 'Umar & that the
Holy Messenger $& said: "Some members of every community are
Magians, and the Magians of my Ummah are those who deny taqdlr. If
they fall ill, do not visit them; and if they die, do not attend their
funerals." (Ri& al-Ma'Zni.)Allah, the Pure and Exalted, knows best!

A1hamdulillah
The Commentary on
Siirah Al-Qamar
Ends here

(TheAll-Merciful)
This Siirah is Madan;, and it has 78 verses and 3 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful,the Very-Merciful
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The RahmEn (The All-Merciful) [ I ] has taught the
Qur'Zn. [21 He has created man. [31 He has taught him
(how) to express himself. [41 The sun and the moon are
(bound) by a (fixed) calculation. [51 And the vine and the
tree both prostrate (to Allah). [61 And He raised the sky
high, and has placed the scale, [71 so that you should not
be wrongful in weighing. 181 And observe the correct
weight with fairness, a n d do not make weighing
deficient. [91 And the e a r t h is placed by Him for
creatures, [ l o ] in which t h e r e a r e fruits and the
date-palms having sheaths, [ I l l and the grain having
chaff, and fragrant flowers. [I21 So, (0 mankind and
Jinn,) which of the bounties of your Lord will you
deny? [I31 He has created man from dry clay, ringing
like pottery, [I41 and created Jann (father of the Jinn)
from a smokeless flame of fire. [I51 So, (0 mankind and
Jinn,) which of the bounties of your Lord will you
deny? [I61 He is the Lord of both points of sunrise and
both points of sunset. [I71 So, which of the bounties of
your Lord will you deny? [I81 He has set forth the two
seas that meet together, [I91 while between them there
is a barrier they do not transgress. [201 So, which of the
bounties of your Lord will you deny? [211 From both of
them come forth the pearl and the coral. [221 So, which
of the bounties of your Lord will you deny? [231And His
a r e t h e sailing ships raised u p i n t h e sea like
mountains. [241 So, which of the bounties of your Lord
will you deny? [251

Linkage of the Siirah and the Wisdom of Repeating the words,
'Which of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?'
The preceding Siirah Al-Qamar was mainly concerned with some of
the rebellious nations of antiquity who were punished for rejecting the
Divine Message. The description of every punishment was followed by the
sentence: ,l'; >I&
(Then how was My torment and My warnings?
...54:16). This sentence was repeated many times in order to warn people
against similar Divine punishment. Another verse that was repeated as a
refrain at telling intervals is
L,+ iij "And indeed We
& $&
have made the Qur'Zn easy for seeking advice. So, is there one to seek
advice?...54:17). This verse urges people to accept the Qur'Znic Message,
believe in it and follow its right guidance.
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Siirah Ar-RahmZn : 55 : 1 - 25
Siirah Ar-Rahmiin, on the other hand, mainly describes the boons
and bounties of Allah, of this world as well as of the Hereafter. Thus
when a particular bounty of Allah is described, the verse d g &; eql26
fa-bi-ayyi' GlZi Rabbikurni? tukadhdhibiFn (So, which of the bouAties'df
your Lord will you deny?) is used deliberately as a refrain in order to
awaken the people and urge them to give thanks to Allah for His favours.
This verse is repeated thirty-one times in the SErah. According to the
rules of stylish usage, repetition of an expression serves the deliberate
purpose of 'emphasis'. Especially, the repetition in these two Surahs of the
Qur'Zn is repetition only in apparent form. In reality, the repeated
sentence is each time related to a new subject, and having its own
significance, cannot be taken as redundant. In SGrah Al-Qamar, the L&
' IGL& (Then how was My torment 54:16) has followed the description of
4
each new torment. Likewise, in SErah Ar-RahmZn, after the description
L&;
+312G
, , (So, (0 mankind and
of every new bounty the verse
Jinn,) which of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?) is repeated,
which being related to a new subject is not redundant. 'AllZimah Suyii$i
;IL hi -J
terms this device of repetition as At-tardid. Arab masters of
eloquence, regard this device as aesthetically beautiful, polished, effective,
moving, forceful and persuasive use of language. The device is used both
in prose as well as in poetry. It is used not only in Arabic but [almost in all
the languages of the world, as for instance] the most accomplished and
consummate poets of Persian and Urdu have used them. This is no
occasion to collect samples of t h e i r compositions here. Tafsir
REh-ul-Ma'Zni has collected its several examples on this occasion.

&g

Was STirah Ar-RahmZn Revealed in Makkah or Madinah?
On the basis of a few narratives Imam Qurtubi concluded that this
Siirah was revealed in Makkah, and he prefers this view. Tirmidhi
recited
records from SayyidnZ JXbir & that the Messenger of Allah
this SErah before some people who remained silent. The Holy Prophet #&
said:
"I recited this Siirah to the Jinns, on the night of Jinn, and
their receptive response was b$tter than yours! Whenever I
recited Allah's statement ;;lg
G;
+g1;SG(SO,(0 mankind and
d you deny? ) They
Jinn,) which of the bounties of your ~ o i will
said: UI $&'G; & 5 ?&Y
'None of your bounties do
we deny, our Lord! All praise is due'to You"'.

a

-

This narrative indicates that this SErah was revealed in Makkah,
because 'the night of the Jinn' refers to the night when the Messenger of
Allah
met the Jinns to convey to them the Message of the Qur'iin and
impart knowledge to them. This incident took place in Makkah. Likewise,
Imam Qurtub; refers to a few more narratives which indicate that this
SErah was revealed in Makkah .
The opening word of the first verse of the STirah is Ar-Rahmiin (The
All-Merciful). One of the reasons for beginning the SGrah with this name
of Allah is presumably that the infidels of Makkah were unaware of this
name of Allah. They used to say, ~;;k>l L; "What is Ar-RahmZn? " [as
mentioned in 25601 This name has been selected here to let them know it.
The second reason could be to indicate t h a t teaching the Qur'Zn,
which has been mentioned in the next verse as Allah's act, was a sheer
gift flowing from Allah's beneficence, and not because this or any other
act is obligatory on Allah for which He could be held responsible, nor
because He is in need of anyone.
In the entire STirah, Allah's bounties - worldly as well spiritual - are
continuously recounted. The greatest of all bounties is the knowledge of
the Holy Qur'En, because it is an all-comprehensive Book directing man
in temporal and spiritual matters and in matters relating to this world
and the next. Those who heeded the Holy Qur'iin and fulfilled its right,
like the blessed Companions, Allah raised their status in the Hereafter
and blessed them with inconceivable bounties and favours. In this world
too they are promoted to such high stations as the greatest of kings were
not able to attain.
Grammatically speaking, the verb $ 'allarna [to teach] requires two
objects, the direct and the indirect: [I] that of which the knowledge is
imparted; and [21 he to whom the knowledge is imparted. Here the first
object [the Holy Qur'an] is explicitly stated, but the second object is not.
Some of the exegetes express the view t h a t the second object is the
Messenger of Allah
who was taught the Qur'Zn directly by Allah, and
through him the entire creation. It is possible to look at it from another
point of view: The purpose of the Holy Qur'an is to give guidance to the
entire creation of Allah, and to teach them good morals and the righteous
deeds. Therefore, no particular object has been specified. The fact that the
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second object has not been explicitly specified indicates its generality, that
is, it refers to the totality of human beings.

& i d y l & (He has

created man. He has taught him [how] to
express himself.. .55:4) Man's creation itself is a great boon of Allah and in
the natural order of things he is first and foremost, so much so that even
imparting the knowledge of the Qur'Zn, which is mentioned first, can only
take place after his creation. However, the bounty of Qur'Znic knowledge
is mentioned first, a n d t h e creation of man l a t e r , because t h e
fundamental object of man's creation is to impart to him the knowledge of
the Holy Qur'Zn, and for him to follow its guidance as stated elsewhere in
the Qur'Zn: a j a , <!$';I
21 G j (And I did not create the Jinns and
the human beings except that they should worship Me.) [51:561 Surely,
worship without Divine guidance is not possible. The source of the Divine
guidance is the Holy Qur'Zn. Thus Qur'Znic knowledge is mentioned
before man's creation.
Sol

a

Having created man, uncountable bounties are bestowed upon him.
Of them, imparting the knowledge of expression has been mentioned
especially, because the bounties necessary for man's growth and
development, and his existence and survival like his food and water, his
protection against cold and heat, his dwelling arrangements and so on are
bounties in which all creatures are equal partners. Among the bounties
that are peculiar to human beings Knowledge of the Qur'an has been
mentioned first, and it was followed by the knowledge of expressions,
because deriving benefit from the Qur'Zn, and imparting it to others, is
dependent on the knowledge of expression. The word bayan ('how to
express himself) comprehends all the means of communication created by
Allah, like speech, writing etc. There are various languages and dialects
of various nations in various regions of the world. All these a r e
constituent p a r t s of linguistic knowledge which is the practical
interpretation or application of the verse @ ;IZ%
(And He taught
Adam the names, all of them) [2:31] &I
hljs

Allah's Signs
3

> = ,

(The sun and the moon are [bound] by a [fixed]
calculation.. .55:5) This verse draws attention to two of the celestial bodies
from among the bounties of Allah. They are especially mentioned
presumably because the entire system of this world depends on the
a&-&glj
I

'

4

1

movement of these bodies in their orbits in perfect succession, according to
precise calculation that is never delayed nor disturbed.
The word d G hiisban with d a m m a h [=ul on the first letter is,
according to some lexicologists, used in the sense of hisiib, the infinitive,
meaning 'to calculate', like dl+ ghufran [to forgive], d e siibhan [to
declare purity], dTj Qur'iin [to recite or read]. Other lexicologists feel that
hiisban is the plural of hisiib. The meaning of the verse, according to the
former lexicologists, would be: The two bodies, on which depends man's
entire life, run on fixed courses. They are subject to certain laws and they
perform regularly, punctually and unerringly their allocated tasks alternation of night and day, change of seasons and determination of
years and months. If we go by the latter lexicologists' interpretation that
husbiin is the plural of hisiib, then it will refer to the fact that each of the
sun and the moon has its own calculated orbits. The entire solar system is
proceeding on the basis of different calculations, and each one of them is
so firm and accurate that no deviation has ever occurred, since millions of
years, even for a second.
This age is regarded as an age of ascension for science. The marvelous
new inventions of the scientific age have caused wonders even for the
philosophers. However, there is a clear difference between human
inventions and Divine creation, which every discerning person can
observe. Human inventions a r e subject to a series of continuous
breakdown and damage, which require to be serviced, repaired,
overhauled or refurbished. A machine, no matter how strong or
sophisticated, needs to be repaired or at least serviced after a while. If this
is not done in time, it will remain useless. The huge Divine creation, on
the other hand, needs no repairs, no service nor refurbishing at any time.
Neither the solar system overtakes the lunar movement, nor does the
lunar movement outstrip the solar system. The sun and the moon and
other celestial bodies, each float and move in its own orbit.
the~ vinel andj the tree both prostrate [to
~ l l i h....
l 55:6). The word najm refers to the 'plants having no stem' and
the word shajar refers to any 'tree' with stems or trunk, twigs and
branches. All of them prostrate to Allah. Sajdah or prostration is the
supreme symbol of humility, respect, surrender and unconditional love
and obedience of Allah. In this context, the verse means that Allah has
~

~

~

l (And
;

assigned a specific task to every tree, plant, creeper, and their leaves and
fruits for the benefit of mankind and they are performing their tasks
without the slightest deviation from their assigned duties. The plants
without stems and the trees humbly submit themselves to Allah's will.
Verse [61, read along with the preceding verse [5], shows that everything,
from the largest celestial body to the smallest plant, is subject to His laws
manifest in nature. A little disturbance in or deviation from their set
course would bring down in pieces the whole universe, which has been
created for the service of man. It is inconceivable, therefore, that man for
whose service this vast and complicated but perfectly regulated universe
has been brought into being would have been created without a purpose.
The life of man surely has a grand Divine aim to which repeated
reference has been made in this entire Surah and in other parts of the
Qur'Zn. There are two types of obedience: [I] obedience that is carried out
by free will, as for instance, man and jinn are given free will to choose
between obeying Allah's laws or disobeying them; and [2] all other
creation of Allah are assigned specific tasks or duties to perform without
any choice. The latter is referred to as ita'ah takwlniyyah or jabriyyah
'compelled or coerced obedience'. In the current verse, the word sajdah
refers to this type of 'obedience to Allah's laws in nature' where the
natural objects have no choice.

Gj; L$;

(And He raised the sky high, and has placed the
scale.. ..55:7) The verbs rafa'a and wada'a are antonyms: rafa'a means 'to
raise up' and wada'a means 'to put down'. The verse first describes that
Allah has raised the heavens. This could have its obvious or outer
meaning referring to the physical height of the sky, and it could also have
it's metaphorical meaning, referring to the high status of the heaven: In
relation to the earth, the heaven occupies a higher position. Normally, the
earth is understood to be the opposite of the heaven. From this point of
view, the heaven and the earth are treated as opposites and mentioned
throughout the Holy Qur'Zn in that way. Having described the high
position of the heaven, the Qur'Zn goes on to describe that Allah has set
the balance, but 'placing the scale' vis-a-vis 'raising the heaven' does not
seem to form a suitable pair according to the linguistic norm. As a matter
of fact, a closer analysis of the context indicates t h a t the verse is
describing the 'placing of the earth'. Three verses later, verse (10) reads
iigi
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?iji!Gj2~~1;
(And the earth is placed by Him for creatures ...55:lO)
Thus the Qur'Zn is actually describing the heaven and the earth a s
opposites. In between the two, a third factor [that of placing the scale] is
inserted for a sage reason. The wisdom in this seems to lie in the fact that
the verses that follow lay stress on observing justice and fairness. They do
not allow violation of rights and practice of injustice. Following the verses
referring to 'raising the heaven' and 'placing the earth' are verses that
describe the scale and enjoin the correct use of it. This implies that the
ultimate purpose of creating the heaven and the earth was to establish
justice, peace and harmony. Peace, safety, security and harmony cannot
prevail on earth without establishing justice. Without justice, chaos,
disorder, mischief and corruption will hold sway in the land. Allah, the
Pure and the Most High, knows best!
The word $2mizan has been interpreted variously. In the current
verse, scholars like MujZhid, QatZdah, SuddT and others interpret it in the
sense of 'justice', because that is the purpose of mizan [scale]. Other
scholars have taken the word in its obvious sense of a piece of equipment
used to determine the weights of people or things. This equipment could
be a pair of scales, consisting of a bar with a pan or a dish at each end or
it may be some modern equipment used for the purpose of measuring and
weighing. The ultimate sense of this interpretation in any case is
maintaining rights and establishing justice and fair play.

2

I , .

5

that you should not be wrongful in weighing.. ..55:8).
~he'earlierverse stated the creation of the scale, and this verse states the
reason for its creation. The imperfect verb 19
ta[ghaw is derived from
&$[ughyan
which stands for 'injustice'. Thus verses [7] and [SI put
together mean: '[The 'mizan or scale' has been created so that you may
not transgress the balance and thus practice injustice'.
dlslI*

Yl (SO

121; (And observe the correct weight with fairness, ....55:9).
+.$b
qist literally means 'justice'. The meaning is obvious: 'And
The word
observe the weight with equity'.

$31
+, , I
3

"

Y;(and do not make weighing deficient...55:9). The word

khusr means 'to skimp or make deficient'. The opening part of verse
[91 was the positive aspect of the injunction, and the concluding part is its
negative aspect, in that it is unlawful to fall short of measure or weight.

The two parts, positive and negative, put together the verse as a whole
means 'Do not cheat in weights and measures, but rather observe justice
and fairness'.
"'

',

j L;b;~l; (And the earth is placed by Him for creatures ...55:lo).
The word ,fi 'anam with fatha [=a] on the first letter on the grammatical
measure of +Lt;sahab, refers to all the creatures that are on the surface
of the earth. Baidiiw? translates the word as 'everything having a soul'.
Evidently, the word 'anam in the verse refers to mankind and the jinn,
because only these two species of Allah's creation are obligated to observe
the precepts of Sharpah. Furthermore, they are addressed throughout the
Siirah. For instance in the refrain verse dG U?;fL'! csLi
, , (SO,[O mankind
and Jinn,] which of the bounties of your Lord will you deny?...55:13) The
dual second person attached pronouns and the dual forms of the verbs
second person sustained throughout SCrah Ar-RahmZn are addressed to
Jinn and mankind.

tL%
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I

/

% (in which there are fruits ....55:11). The word g 6 fikihah

'$6

refers to fruits that are normally eaten after food for pleasure.

,,

J

,a

Wlj (...and the date-palms having sheaths ...5 5 : l l ) . The
word
kimm, and refers to 'the cover that
akmam is the plural of
surrounds and protects dates and other fruits in the beginning'.
9

0

t u Y l

31;
(and the grain having chaff, ....55:12). The word

G
l
j
:

r

,

habb means grain, as for instance 'wheat', 'gram', 'rice', 'a kind of vetch',
'lentil' and so on. The word 'agf is the outer cover of some type of grains,
like rice or wheat husk, which Allah creates with His power and
consummate wisdom. Man's attention is drawn to the fact that each grain
of the food he eats several times a day has been created by Allah, out of
His unbounded grace a n d beneficence, from soil and water in
inconceivably wonderful ways. He protected every grain against insects
with the outer cover until maturity, so that it was prepared as a morsel of
food. The current verse, thus, briefly points to all those natural things
that are so essential for the physical development of man. The mention of
'a+f [husk] is to remind that it is the fodder for your animals. This is
another bounty of Allah because man needs the milk of the animals for
n o u r i s h m e n t . F u r t h e r m o r e , a n i m a l s a r e used a s a m e a n s of
transportation to convey human beings from place to place as well as to

carry load, cargo and luggage.

j (...and fragrant flowers.. ..55:12). The popular meaning of the
word dG4>l raihan is fragrance or fragrant plant or sweet-scented plants.
Ibn Zaid has interpreted the word thus in the current verse. Allah has
produced a variety of fragrances and sweet-smelling flowers on plants
and trees. Sometimes the word raihan is used in the sense of livelihood
,,
and sustenance. It is said in Arabic: $1 $4;; l b l cz+ (I came out looking
for sustenance provided by Allah.) Sayyidna Ibn 'AbbZs & interprets it
in this strain.
:&>I

" 1

, I

Mankind and Jinn are surrounded by Divine Bounties
*
-,
,Yl jg
, , (So, [O mankind and Jinn,] which of the bounties of
$&
your Lord will you deny?...55:13). The word $YT 'El3 is the plural and it
means 'benefits, benefaction, favour, boon, blessing or bounty'. The
address is to the two species of Jinn and men referred to in verse 33 below
and many other verses of Siirah Ar-RahmSn where Jinn are specifically
mentioned.
,I

jd,

The Creation of Humans and Jinns
,
J& & iSLI;'$i & (He has created man from dry clay, ringing
like pottery ...55:14). The word insan [man] in this context refers
unanimously to 'xdam =I. The word galgiil [clay] refers to the wet soil
when it becomes dry and heavy. The word fakhkhar refers to the wet soil
when it is baked.
II

,

,6 2 CJL: >

Sir;(and created JCnn [father of the Jinnsl from a

smokeless flame of fire.. .55:15) The word & jann, refers to the class of
beings called 'jinn'. The word cJL marij refers to the ' smokeless flame of
fire'. The major element in the creation of jinn is the smokeless flame of
fire, just as the major element in the creation of man is dry sounding clay.

Allah is the Lord of the Two Points of Sunrise and the Two Points
of Sunset
$;j $ p i $j (He is the Lord of both points of sunrise and both
points of sunset ...55:17) The sun rises at different cardinal points in the
east in winter and in summer: Thus we have the two easts [mashriqain].
Similarly, the sun sets at different cardinal points in the west in winter
and summer: Thus we have two wests [maghribainl.

$91
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Allah created Different Types of Water
& I > ( H e h a s s e t f o r t h t h e two s e a s t h a t m e e t
together.. .55:19). Literally, the verb maraja means 'to let loose'. The word
bahrain [two seas or two types of waters] refers to sweet and salty waters.
Allah has created two types of waters. In some places the two seas meet
together, the samples of which are available in every region of the world.
However, where the sweet and salty waters meet, there is a distinct
barrier between the sweet and salty waters. In some cases, the two types
of waters are seen distinctly in higher or lower position. If the salty water
overrides the sweet water, the characteristics of the sweet water will not
be spoiled; nor will the characteristics of the salty water be affected in any
way if the sweet water overrides it. Thus the Qur'En states: &
i>
,,, ,
&.Y
tjj. L++ "He has set forth the two seas that meet together, while
between them there is a barrier they do not transgress.. ..55:20)
3,

8

sgl

4

,,>

J,,,

rr7J

ilfj

C&

is(From both of them come forth the pearl and the

coral ....55:22). The meaning of JJ lu'lu' is quite well-known, that is,
marJan too is one of the 'precious jewels or gems'. It
'pearl'. The word
is a hard substance formed from coral which has branches like trees.
Both these precious jewels or gems are produced in the waters. I t is
generally understood that pearls and corals are both hunted or fished for
in the salty waters, not in the fresh waters, whereas the verse states that
they are fished for in both kinds of waters. It is possible to reconcile the
verse with the general understanding: Pearls as well as corals originate in
sweet waters where it is not easy to hunt for or from which to fish out the
gems or jewels. The sweet waters flow into the salty waters where the
substances are carried and deposited. The pearls and corals are brought
out from there. Therefore, the source of the pearls and corals is said to be
the salty seas.
*(M;-Y*$I
& =l,l;i
3; (And His are the sailing ships raised up in
the sea like mountains.. .55:24). The word ,-sJl$ jawari is the plural of 4,G
jariyah. One of its meanings is ship and that is the sense in which it is
munsha'at is derived from
used in the current verse. The word
nasha'a which means 'to rise up or high, be lofty'. Al-munsha'at thus
refers to 'sails of the ships that are lofty'. The verse describes the wisdom
of making the ship and its running on the surface of the water.
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Every one who lives on it (the earth) has to perish. 1261
And your Lord's Countenance will remain, full of
majesty, full of honour. 1271So, which of the bounties of
your Lord will you deny? 1281All those in the heavens
and the earth beseech Him (for their needs.) Every day
He is at some task. [291 So, which of the bounties of
your Lord will you deny? [301 Soon W e are going to
spare Ourselves for you (to reckon your deeds), 0 two
heavy species (of Jinns and mankind)! [311 So, which of
the bounties of your Lord will you deny? 1321 0 genera
of Jinns and mankind, If you are able to penetrate
beyond the realms of the heavens and the earth, then
penetrate. You cannot penetrate except with a n
authority. 1331 So, which of the bounties of your Lord

will you deny? [34] A flame of fire and a smoke will be
loosed against you, and you will not (be able) to defend.
[351 So, which of the bounties of your Lord will you
deny? [361 So, (it will be a terrible event) when the sky
will be split apart and will become rosy, like (red)
hides. [371 So, which of the bounties of your Lord will
you deny? [381 On that day, neither a man will be
questioned about his sin, nor a Jinn, (because every
thing is known to Allah). [391 So, which of the bounties
of your Lord will you deny? [40] The guilty ones will be
recognized (by the angels) by their marks and will be
seized by foreheads and feet. [41] So, which of the
bounties of your Lord will you deny? [421 This is the
Jahannam (Hell) that the guilty people deny. [431 They
will circle around between it and between hot, boiling
water. [441 So, which of the bounties of your Lord will
you deny? [451
Allah is the Ever-living, Free of all Need

j?

i;; (Every one who lives on it (the
,$.?$I; JLhji3;g; &.&; 31;
earth) has to
and
Lord's Countenance will remain, full of
majesty, full of honour.. .55:26-27).The attached pronoun [it] refers to
C J ~ ~ al-ard
YI
[the earth] which has been explicitly mentioned antecedently
in verse [ l o ] &ji! l&;
g;%;(And the e a r t h is placed by Him for
creatures..). Furthermore, 'the earth' is one of those general things that
can be referred to by a pronoun even if they are not mentioned explicitly
as an antecedent. Verse [261 means that man and jinn that dwell on the
earth are subject to decay and death. J i n n and man have specifically
been singled out in this verse, because in this Surah these two species of
Allah's creation are mainly addressed. This, however, does not necessarily
imply that the heaven and the celestial beings are not perishable. In fact,
on another occasion in the Qur'Zn Allah has stated in general terms: 3(
&iL; $ 3 - 6 (Everything is going to perish except His Face). (28:88)
I 9

i.>

x;gj (...your Lord's Countenance ....55:27). The word wajh [Face],
according to majority of the exegetes, stands for the 'Being of Allah'. The
attached second person pronoun in rabb-i-kE [=your Lord] refers to the
It is a great honour for him that he should be
Messenger of Allah
remembered by Allah in special ways when praising him, as for instance,
'abduhii (His servant). Here, Allah, the Lord of lords, declares His direct
special relationship with the Holy Prophet & and addresses him thus:

g.
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rabb-i-kE [your Lord].
According to the well-known exegetes, the verse purports to convey
that since everything [includingjinn and mankind] dwelling on earth will
be reduced to nothing, and the heavenly bodies all brought to naught,
and the whole material universe made non-existent, still human reason
demands t h a t there should be a Being who should remain and who
should never die. Such a Being is Allah Who created the whole universe
and Who is the First and the Final Cause of all things. He alone will
abide because He is Self-Subsisting, All-Sustaining, Independent and
Besought of all.
The word fanE' h a s two possible meanings: [I] everything is
potentially subject to decay and death and is eventually destined to
perish, having no capacity for permanence and immortality; and [2] all
things will actually pass away on Doomsday.

s
5

gj 'your Lord's
Other exegetes have interpreted the phrase
Countenance' to mean 'your side', that is, out of all existent beings only
those things will attain permanence that are on the side of Allah. This
includes the Being of Allah and His Attributes. It also includes the actions
and conditions of Allah's creation that remain firmly attached to Allah
and is never separated from Him in any situation. In sum, the verse
means: 'Everything that man, jinn and angels do for Allah's pleasure will
remain under His care a n d protection a n d a s such will a t t a i n
permanence, never to perish .'This interpretation is supported by another
verse: jG & L; -% FJ+L (What is with you shall end and what is with
Allah shall last ....16:96) The phrase 'what is with you' refers to 'wealth
and power, comfort and discomfort, love and hatred'. All these states and
matters are transitory and must perish. The phrase 'what is with Allah'
refers to 'man's actions and states which remain firmly attached to Allah
and is never separated from Him in any situation are destined to last,
never to perish. Allah, the Pure and Most Exalted, knows best!

41

,>
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3,'

(...full of majesty, full of honour.. .55:27). In other words,
the Lord is the Master of Greatness, Grandeur and Tremendousness. This
is Allah's Majesty that overwhelms His creation and fills them with awe.
The Lord is also the Master of Honour, signifying that those who benefit
by the great favours Allah has bestowed upon them and walk in the path

of truth and righteousness will be granted more favours by the Lord of
Honour. Despite being the Lord of Greatness and Majesty, Allah is not
like the worldly kings and rulers who would not pay attention to others or
the indigent people. He grants their petition and invocation. The next
verse [to be analysed in the forthcoming paragraph] bears testimony to
this interpretation. The current phrase under discussion constitutes one of
those special Attributes of Allah which if a suppliant were to invoke before
calling upon Allah for help, protection, inspiration and a host of other
things, the supplication will be readily granted as recorded in Tirmidhi,
NasZ'I and Musnad of Ahmad. Ibn 'Amir & has transmitted that the
Messenger of Allah $& said: $?$I; J G I ;1 C I& (Persist [in invoking
Allah] with '0 Lord of Majesty and Honour'." The imperative alizzE is
derived from the infinitive i l z Z which means 'to continue firmly in some
course of action'. [Mazhari]

i,G 3 $ I%

?;$;

5 '&

(All those in the heavens and the
earth beseech Him. Every day He is a t some task ...55:29) The verse
signifies that all creatures stand in need of Allah, in all conditions and
situations. They all seek His help willingly or unwillingly. The earthly
creatures ask for their specific needs. In this world, they need sustenance,
health and welfare, and comfort; and in the Hereafter, they need
forgiveness, mercy and Paradise. The celestial creatures do not eat and
drink, they do however need Allah's mercy and grace. Allah's grace,
,, '
forgiveness and so on surround them all the time. The phrase I+!J5 'every
day' is the adverb of time of the verb '& 'beseech'."' The 'day' is not used
in its popular sense, but in the sense of 'time' in general. All His creation,
in different regions, in different languages implore for their needs all the
time. Obviously, each member of the earthly and celestial beings has
countless needs. Who else besides the Absolutely Powerful Being, the Lord
of Majesty, is able to respond to their needs every moment of the time?
Therefore, 'every day' is followed by the sentence i,G J 3 'He is at some
task', that is, His Attributes know no limit or count:and keep finding their
manifestations in diverse ways all the time. He gives life to some and
causes others to die. He elevates some and others He abases. Some He
+WlJ

fi

(1) This is according to one construction of the sentence. Other exegetes have taken the
phrase 'every day' as relating to 'He is a t some task'. The translation of the verse
given above is,based on this latter construction, which is also adopted by Moulana
l-J. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani).
Thanawi SilL;d
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causes to become ill and others He cures. He alleviates the adversity of
some; He causes the aggrieved ones to smile; He grants the requests of
suppliants; He forgives the sins of the sinners and makes them deserving
of Paradise; He gives power to some, and He snatches it away from others
and abases them. In sum, every Attribute of Allah keeps finding its
manifestation in diverse ways all the time.

A Warning for Humans and Jinn
>
$1
L? @ &+ (Soon We are going to spare Ourselves for you [to
reckon your deeds], 0 two heavy species! ...55:31) The word d% thaqalEn
is the dual of 9 thaqal which denotes 'burden or load'. Thus the word
ath-thaqalan [the dual form] denotes 'the two heavy or weighty things',
and signifies 'the men' and 'the Jinn' as the context shows. In Arabic, the
word thaqal refers to anything t h e weight or value of which is
well-known. It is in this sense that the word has occurred in the following
Prophetic Tradition:
Z2i (Indeed I leave amongst you two
weighty and valuable things ... which will continue to guide you.) Some
versions of the Tradition state that those two weighty and valuable things
are: &&; &I $@ "Allah's Book and my family" and others state: ;&I$@
,
"Allah's Book and my normative Sunnah [practices]". The end result
of both the versions amount to the same thing because 'itrah refers to
both types of family, lineal or spiritual. Therefore, it refers to all the noble
Companions. The end result of the Tradition is that after the Prophet
there are two things that will serve to guide and set aright the Muslims:
[I] the Book of Allah; and [21 the example of the blessed Companions in
all their mutual dealings and transactions. The version that uses 'itrah
instead of Sunnah means the teachings of the Prophet
that reached
the Muslims through the noble Companions.
81
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thaqalain in the Tradition refers to
Be that as it may, the word
t h e two weighty and valuable things. From t h i s point of view,
Ath-thaqalEn, in the current verse, refers to the two species of Allah's
creation, Jinn and human beings, because they are the weightiest and
most valuable beings [possessed of soul] dwelling on earth.
Then the verse says, 'Soon We are going to spare Ourselves for you'
' >>*,
The verb &+ sanafrughu is derived from
fariigh, which means to be
free from occupation. The antonym of fariigh is
shughl [to occupy].
The word fariigh informs us of two things: [I] that one was occupied with

&u

fi

something; and [2] now he has become free from that occupation. This
type of farZgh is common in human beings. However, neither of these
senses apply to Allah. He is above them. Surely, nothing will occupy Allah
from attending to anything else, nor does He become free or unoccupied
like human beings do. Therefore, the verb sanafrughu [We are going to
spare Ourselves to you] is employed as a metaphor. This metaphorical use
of the word is common in human speech. This expression is used to show
the importance of some work: 'We are now free to attend to you, being
fully focused on you'. Anyone who fully focuses attention on any work,
idiomatically it is said that 'he has no other work or he has nothing else to
do'. In a verse preceding this [291, it was mentioned that the earthly
beings ask for their specific needs, such as sustenance, health and
welfare, and comfort; and forgiveness, mercy and Paradise. The celestial
beings need Allah's mercy, grace and forgiveness which surround them
all the time. From this point of view, Allah is, every moment, in a state of
characteristic manifestation of His Divinity and Divine Attributes. The
verse sanafrughu [We are going to spare Ourselves for you.. .I indicates
that on the Day of Judgement all petitions, their acceptance and acting
on them will come to an end. Of all the manifestations, there shall remain
only one manifestation and that is taking account of deeds and passing
judgement with absolute justice and equity. [R@I

(0 genera of Jinns and mankind, If you are able to penetrate
beyond the realms of the heavens and the earth, then penetrate.
You cannot penetrate except with an authority....55:33)

In the preceding verse j i n n and mankind were addressed a s
Ath-thaqalan and warned that their deeds will be reviewed and every
single one of them will attract reward or punishment. The current verse
purports to say that no one will be able to hide from death, nor will
anyone be able to escape from attendance or giving account of actions on
the Day of Judgement. This verse does not use the expression
Thaqalan as in the preceding verse but explicitly uses the expression
$$j ,, "-I
(0 genera of Jinns and mankind) 'Jinn' is mentioned first
followed by 'men' presumably because a high-power energy is required to
pass through the confines of heaven and earth. Allah has given Jinns

3

31

more power than human beings in such matters. The meaning of the
verse is: '0 Company of Jinn and human beings, if you think that you
will be able to find refuge and thus avert death by avoiding the angel of
death or r u n away from the Plains of Gathering or the Plains of
Reckoning, then try to cross the bounds of the heavens and the earth if
you have the power and ability to do so.' This is no mean task. This
requires high-powered energy. The combined forces of J i n n s and
mankind will not be able to harness the energy to go beyond the confines
of the heavens and the earth. The purport of the verse is not to show the
possibility or probability of passing beyond the zones of the heavens and
the earth. The proposition is hypothetical. The purport of the verse is to
demonstrate the utter powerlessness and inability of men and Jinns to
achieve this feat.
If the purpose of 'penetrating through the heavens and the earth'
mentioned in the verse is to escape death, then it refers to this world and
means: It is not within the power of any man or Jinns to cross the bounds
of the heavens and the earth and escape death. This is stated according to
human thinking. Otherwise, no one is outside the power and the
authority of Allah, even if he crosses the bounds of the heaven and the
earth. And if the escape intended by 'penetrating through the heavens
and the earth' stands for 'escaping accountability on the Day of
Reckoning', the purport of the verse is to demonstrate its absolute
impossibility. For according to other Qur'iinic verses and Traditional
narratives the heaven will crack open, on the Day of Judgement, and all
the angels will border on the sides of the earth and the people will be
hemmed in from all sides. The Jinn and human beings will experience the
horrors of the Day of Resurrection and run in different directions. In
whichever direction they run the angels will lay siege to the areas that
Allah has fortified for the purpose of recapturing the escapees. [R*I

This Verse does not point to Space Exploration by Rockets and
Sputniks
In the present scientific age, experiments are being conducted in an
effort to come out of the gravity of the earth and to explore the heavenly
bodies by rockets, sputniks and other spacecrafts. Obviously, none of
these experiments are conducted beyond the bounds of the heaven. In
fact, they are far below the surface of the heaven, let alone crossing the

heavenly confines. Thus this verse has no bearing on space travels and
reported incidents of reaching some of the heavenly bodies. Some
simple-minded people posit this verse as the basis of demonstrating the
possibility of space travels, whereas these simpletons are merely
displaying ignorance about the actual meaning of the Qur'Zn.

c
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,: * L? 2 812
(A flame of fire and a smoke will be
s
%
looskd against you, and you will not [be able] to defend. ..55:35) SayyidnZ
Ibn 'AbbZs & and other leading authorities on Qur'Znic exegesis have
said that the word shuwaz with refers to 'flame or fire without smoke' and
the word nuhZs refers to 'smoke in which there is no flame'. This verse too
addresses the two species of creation, the jinns and mankind. It addresses
them and describes how fire and smoke will be unleashed against them.
The verse could mean t h a t after the reckoning is over, and the
disbelievers are sent to the Hell, they will experience two different types
of punishment. In some places there will be only fire and flame, with no
smoke at all. In other places there will be only smoke and no flame or fire.
Other Qur'Znic exegetes regard this verse as a supplement to the
preceding one, and assign the following meaning to it: 0 jinn and
mankind, it is not within your power to cross the bounds of the heavens.
If you do attempt to escape on the Day of Resurrection, then the angels
[including those guarding the Hellfire] will bring you back by directing
% fala-tantasiran is derived
the flames of fire and smoke. The verb
from
i n t i ~ a which
r
means 'to help someone to defend him against a
,
calamity' and thus the words s+%
fala-tantasiran signify that the jinns
and mankind will not be able to help each other against Divine
punishment, try as they might.
,X

I

The Horrors of the Day of Resurrection
* - ,, , , >,,> s
:GY;&
fl&.Y !i
$$
f
(On
;
t h a t day, neither a man will be
questioned about his sin, nor a Jinn ...55:39) One interpretation of this
verse is that no one will be asked whether or not he had committed the
sin, because it will have already been recorded by the angels in the ledger
of deeds, and Allah has the Pre-Eternal knowledge of it. The question will
be 'why' did they commit the sin? This is the interpretation of Ibn 'AbbZs
&. MujZhid ;il;dl
interprets it as follows: There will be no need for
the angels of punishment to question the criminals whether or not they
committed the sin. They will be known by their special marks [See verse
-J
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(41) below] clearly showing on their faces. The angels will be able to

recognize them by the their distinguishing marks and hurl them into the
Hellfire according to the type of misdeeds they might have committed. A
composite interpretation of the two explanations is as follows: This event
will take place when people will have given account of their deeds, and
judgment will have been passed against the criminals to go to Hell on the
Day of Reckoning. They will not be questioned nor will any negotiation be
held about their sins at that stage. Their characteristic signs will be seen
on their faces, and accordingly they will be hurled into Hell.
QatZdah >k hi -J says that the verse refers to a stage after they
will have been questioned about their sins, but they will have refused
under oath. Then their mouths and tongues will be sealed, and their
hands and feet will be asked to bear witness. At t h a t stage no more
questions will be asked from them. Ibn Kathir notes all t h r e e
explanations. They are close to each other, and thus there is no conflict.

t~d~
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(The
~ guilty ones will be recognized
[by the angelsj by their marks and will be seized by foreheads and
feet.. .55:41) The word sirna means 'a sign'. Hasan Baq? >r;hl
says
that the day when sentence will be passed against the guilty to go to Hell,
the following will be their signs: They will be known by their dark faces
and their blue eyes. Through grief their faces will turn pale. The angels
will recognize the guilty by these signs and seize them.
i(*pdI

i

)

-J

The word &I$n a w a s i is the plural of&6 nasiyah, and means
'forelock'. Some will be dragged by their forelocks, and others will be
dragged by their feet. Or i t could mean that sometimes they will be
dragged by their forelocks and at other times they will be dragged by
their feet. The third explanation could be that the angels of punishment
will bend their foreheads down to their feet and tie the forelocks to the
feet, and throw them into the Hellfire . Allah knows best!

Verses 46-78

Siirah Ar-Rabmiin : 55 : 46 - 78

And for the one who is fearful of having to stand before
his Lord, there are two gardens [461 So, which of the
bounties of your Lord will you deny? [471 both having
lot of branches. [481 So, which of the bounties of your
Lord will you deny? [49] In both there are two flowing
springs. [501 So, which of the bounties of your Lord will
you deny? [51] In both there are two kinds of every fruit.
[521 So, which of the bounties of your Lord will you
deny? [531 (The people of these gardens will be) reclining
on floorings whose (even) linings are of thick silk, and
the fruits plucked from the two gardens will be at hand.
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[541 So, which of the bounties of your Lord will you
deny? [551 In them there are maidens restraining their
glances, whom neither a man will have touched before
them, nor a Jinn. [561 So, which of the bounties of your
Lord will you deny? 1571 They look like rubies and
corals. [581 So, which of the bounties of your Lord will
you deny? [591 Is there any reward for goodness other
than goodness? [601 So, which of the bounties of your
Lord will you deny? 1611 And lesser than these two,
there are two other gardens (for the second category of
the God-fearing), [621 So, which of the bounties of your
Lord will you deny? [631 both dark green! [64] So, which
of the bounties of your Lord will you deny? [651 In both
there are two springs gushing forth profusely. [66] So,
which of the bounties of your Lord will you deny? [671
In both there a r e fruits and date-palms and
pomegranates. [681 So, which of the bounties of your
Lord will you deny? [691 In them there are women, good
and gorgeous, [701 So, which of the bounties of your
Lord will you deny? [711 the houris, kept guarded in
pavilions [721 So, which of the bounties of your Lord
will you deny? [731 whom neither a man will have
touched before them, nor a Jinn. [74] So, which of the
bounties of your Lord will you deny? [75] (The people of
these gardens will be) reclining on green cushions and
marvelously beautiful mattresses. [76] So, which of the
bounties of your Lord will you deny? [77] Glorious is the
name of your Lord, the Lord of Majesty, the Lord of
Honour. [781

The Delight of the Righteous in Paradise

The foregoing verses spoke of the horrible punishments to be faced by
the disbelievers. In the current set of verses we are told about the rewards
and bounties reserved for the righteous believers. The verse 46 speaks of
two Gardens that are exclusively reserved 'for those who are fearful of
having to stand before their Lord'. This phrase refers to those fortunate
believers who are, at all times, concerned about reckoning on the Day of
Judgement and, as a result, keep away from all sorts of sins under all
circumstances. Obviously, these are the people who enjoy special nearness
&;j; >' (And lesser than these
to Allah. In verse [621 below we read:
two, there are two other gardens...55:62) This verse does not specify the
class of righteous believers who will receive these gardens. However, the
phrase &;j; & min dunihima ('and lesser than these two') indicates that

&

the Gardens mentioned in verse [62] are for the general body of believers
who are lesser in their spiritual attainment than the foremost believers
who are granted special nearness to Allah.
The Qur'Znic exegetes have explained the two sets of pairs of Gardens
in other ways as well. Here we have adopted the most plausible and
preferable explanation: t h a t is, the first two Gardens are reserved
exclusively for the foremost believers who are granted special nearness to
Allah; and the second two Gardens are reserved for the general body of
believers. That the two Gardens mentioned in Verse 62 are inferior to the
first two is supported by authentic Traditions. BayZn-ul-Qur'Zn cites the
Prophetic Tradition from Ad-Durr-ul-Manthiir to the effect that while
said: 4; & s G
interpreting verses [461 and [621 the Holy Prophet
,o,
,,
"There are two Gardens made'of gold for
&
,-'I'
J-bk
,
j
;
;&
believers who are granted special nearness to Allah; and there are two
Gardens made of silver for the People of the Right [that is, for general
body of righteous believers]." Also, it is recorded in Ad-Durr-ul-ManthGr
,a,,'
that SayyidnZ Bar2 Ibn ' L i b & said, , p W lj
.
+ &&' 3@1 "The
two springs that are flowing freely [in the first two aid ens] are better
than the two other springs that are mentioned as 'gushing forth' (in the
second two gardens). In verse [501 springs (in the first two gardens)
promised to the believers have been described as flowing freely and
ceaselessly &&:[tajriyan] while in verse [661 the springs (in the second
two
are described as 'gushing forth'
[nadfikhatZn]. The
quality of 'gushing forth' is the characteristic of all springs, but the
quality of 'flowing' is an additional characteristic of specific springs. This
is the concise description of all four springs that the inmates of Paradise
will be given.
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Related Considerations
In Verse 46, the phrase, {; ;& 26 JJ; (for the one who is fearful of
having to stand before his Lord.. .55:46) refers, according to most exegetes
of the Qur'Zn, to standing before Allah on the Day of Resurrection to give
the account of one's deeds. The word 'fearful' signifies that he is mindful
under all conditions, whether in public or in private, that one day he has
to appear in the Court of Allah to give an account of his deeds. Evidently
such a person will never go near the sinful acts.
Other exegetes, like Qurtubi and others, interpret this to mean : 'the

one who is fearful of the Station of His Lord'. That is, he is mindful of the
High Station of Allah whereby He is watchful and keeps guard over his
words and deeds, overt or covert. All his movements and activities are
known to Him. This explanation is close to the previous explanation, in
that Allah's keeping guard over him will keep him away from sins.
a a GI;~ (both having lot of branches ...55:48). This describes the first
twol~ardens.There will be plenty of trees abounding in. branches and
consequently their shade will be dense, and the fruits will be in
abundance. The other two Gardens are described later. No such qualities
are mentioned about them, which may imply their relative deficiency in
this quality.
,d
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(In both there are two kinds of every fruit. . . 5 2 ) .
~he'~hrase j
? ''of every fruit " denotes that the first two gardens
will comprehend all kinds of fruit. As opposed to this, verse [681 simply
states g c fikihah [=fruits1about the second two gardens. The word
zawjEn [two kinds] means every fruit will be of two types. This may be
referring to one kind of dried fruits, and the other of fresh ones. It could
also mean that one kind will be of normal taste, and the other of some
extra ordinary flavor. [Mazhari]

5
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...whom neither a man will have touched
a J i n n ....55:56). The word 4 tamth has different

before them, nor
meanings. 'Menstrual discharge' is termed a s tamth, a n d t h e
menstruating woman as &d 'tamith'. It also means 'sexual intercourse
with a virgin'. This second sense is meant here in this verse.

3

(Is there any reward for goodness other than
;Ll$j!a l L L j l
goodness?. ..55:60). Having described the two Gardens for the intimate
believers, it is declared as a principle that a good deed attracts a good
reward. The righteous believers will be blessed, therefore, with good
rewards.
#-,

, J

$ b ~(both dark green!. ..55:64). This is one word verse, and it means

'dark green with foliage'. The word is derived from idhimam signifying,
for a meadow or garden, to become of dark green hue inclining to black by
reason of abundance of moisture or irrigation. This description is not
assigned to the first two Gardens. This does not necessarily imply that
they do not have this quality. The former Gardens are described as ;;GI
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'having lot of branches'. This comprehends the quality of 'dark green'
as well.
d G

:G&$$ (In them there are women, good and gorgeous,...55:70)
The word 0
12khairat (translated above as 'good') refers to 'the good
hisan (translated above as
character of those women'; and the word d&
'gorgeous') refers to 'women who have beautiful features'. These qualities
too will be common with the maidens of both the Gardens, to which
reference was made in the foregoing verses.
"
' '
(...reclining on green cushions and
a+ &,
+
.,-,
$3; i;i;.
ma&elously beautiful mattresses.. ..55:76) QZmCs explains that the word
235 rafraf means 'silk fabric greenish in colour' which is used in making
carpets, pillows, cushions and other items of decoration. It is mentioned in
the Arabic lexicon Sihah that they are embellished with arboreal and
floral patterns, which, in Urdu, is called 3 rnushajjar. The noun ~3
'abqariyy refers to 'every fine, beautiful fabric or material' and the
adjective hisan [beautiful] qualifies it.
',YO

I

Ily$j

&; PI33 (Glorious is the name of your Lord, the Lord

6)

of Majesty, the ~ o r d
of Honor ....55:78) SGrah Ar-RahmZn is replete with
verses that call attention to Allah's blessings, boons and bounties, and His
favors upon man. In conclusion, this verse has been appended as a
synopsis: What can one say about the Pure Being? Even His Name is
Glorious. All Divine boons and bounties subsist by virtue of His Name.
Allah, the Pure and the Most High, knows best!

Albamdulillah
The Commentary on
Siirah Ar-RahmZn
Ends here
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Siirah Al-Wiiqi'ah
(The Imminent Event)
This Siirah is MakkI, and it has 96 verses and 3 sections

6]J&
With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful

-

Verses 1 56

When t h e Imminent Event (of Doom) will occur, 111
there will be no one to deny its occurrence. [2] It will be
abasing (some), exalting (others) [31 when the earth will
be jolted with a quake, [4] and the mountains will be
crumbled with a thorough crumbling, [51 until they will
become dust, scattered in the air, [61 and you will be
(divided into) three categories. [71 As for the People of
the Right, how (lucky) are the people of the Right! [81
And t h e People of the Left? How (wretched) a r e the
People of t h e Left! [9] And t h e Foremost a r e t h e
foremost. 1101 Those are the ones blessed with nearness
(to Allah) [ I l l i n gardens of bliss, [I21 many from the
earlier generations, [13] and of a small number from the
later ones. [14] (They will be sitting) on thrones woven
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with gold, [I51 reclining on them, facing each other. [16]
They will be served in rounds by Immortal boys [17]
with bowls and jugs and a goblet of pure wine, [18] from
which they will neither suffer headache, nor will they
be intoxicated, [I91 and with fruits of their choice, [20]
and the meat of birds that they desire. [211 And (for
them there will be) houris, having lovely big eyes, [221
all (neat and clean) like a hidden pearl, [231 as a reward
for what they used to do. [24] They will hear neither an
absurd talk therein, nor something leading to sin, [251
but the words of saliim, saliim (as greetings). [261 As for
the People of the Right, how (lucky) are the People of
the Right! [27] (They will be) amid lote-trees with no
thorns, [281 and the trees of talh, (banana, or a fragrant
tree) having layers one upon the other, [291 and a shade,
spread all over, [301 and water, poured forth, [311 and a
lot of fruits, [321 neither interrupted (in any season),
nor prohibited, [331 and mattresses of high quality. C341
Surely We have created those (females) a fresh creation,
[351 and have made them virgins, [361 amorous to their
husbands, matching them in age, [371 for the People of
the Right, [38] (comprising) many from the earlier
generations, 1391 and many from the later ones. [401 As
for the People of the Left, How (wretched) are the
People of the Left! [411 (They will be) in burning wind
and boiling water, [421 and in a shade of black smoke,
[43] neither cool nor graceful. [44] They were before that
indulged in luxuries, [451 and used to persist in major
sins, [46] and used to say, "Is it that when we die and
become dust-is it that we will be raised again, [471 and
our ancient fathers as well?" [48] Say, "All the earlier
and the later ones [491 will be gathered together for a
fixed time of a specified Day. [501Then 0 you, the erring,
the denying people, [511 you will have to eat from the
tree of Zaqqiim, [521 and to fill with it the bellies, 1531
then you will have to drink boiling water on top of it,
[54] and to drink like camels suffering from the disease
of over-thirst. [55] This will be their entertainment on
the Day of Requital. [561
Special Characteristic of Siirah Al-WZqi'ah: SayyidnZ 'Abdullah
Ibn Mas5id1sDidactic Story on his Deathbed
Ibn Kathir cites a story on the authority of Ibn 'Asakir from AbG
Zabyah that when Sayyidna 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'Gd & was lying on his
deathbed, SayyidnZ 'Uthman & paid him a visit and the following
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conversation ensued.
'UthmZn &:YsL

"What are you suffering from?"

Ibn MasSd 9:
&$ "from my sins.''
'UthmZn &:l

s L; "Do you desire anything?"
,*,'.

Ibn Mas'iid &:dJbJ
"Yes,Allah's mercy."
'UthmZn &:P&*

"

9

,

S;TY
''Shall
I
I call a doctor for you?"
&>i&ki "It is the doctor who has given me the

Ibn Mas'iid &:
ailment."
'Uthmiin &: Yf&&
public treasury?"

3;~
YI "May I

send you an allowance from the

!&GY I have no need for it."
Ibn Mas'iid &:"4;
'Uthmiin 4%: J+4 & &&!A& "Accept it, [please]. You are leaving
daughters behind you. It will help them."

"You are worried about my daughters that they must not suffer
from poverty. I have no such worry, because I have instructed them to
recite Siirah Al-WZqi'ah every night. I have heard the Messenger of
, ,, ,
,,,
*,,
,'
Allah $& say, I+\ Gb +,g $Y
lJ
~ l $ iJr
l
2 'Whoever recites Siirah
Al-Waqi'ah every night will never suffer from poverty'."
T Y: t )
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Ibn Kathk, after citing this story from Ibn 'Asair, has supported it
with other chains of transmitters and other sources.

Horrors of the Day of Resurrection
,', '
$191+ILJ
!;I (When the Imminent Eient (of Doom) will occur ...56:l).
Ibn KathTr says Al-wiiqi'ah is one of the names of t h e Day of
Resurrection, because there is no room for doubt in its occurrence. It is
real and will surely come to pass.

3'

%$l$J
(...there will be

no one to deny its occurrence.. .56:2). The
word k Z d h i b a h in this context is the verbal noun, like 'Zfiyah and
' k i b a h . The sense of the verse is that 'the news of the occurrence of this
event cannot be a false news'. Some authorities have taken the word

k a h i b a h in the sense of takdhib [to deny] and the meaning, in that
case, is clear that 'no one can deny the fact that it will come to pass'.

Lj!,
+G (It will be abasing [some], exalting [others]...563). The verse
I

means that the 'Inevitable Event' referred to in the previous verse will
bring about a great revolution in the lives of men, as is witnessed at the
time of revolution of governments. The high and the mighty will be laid
low and the despised and down-trodden will be exalted; the poor become
rich and the rich become poor. This is how Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas &
interprets this statement. The purpose is to depict the horrors of the Day
of Resurrection .

Three Categories of People on the Day of Resurrection
I,'
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(and you will be [divided into] three categories ...56:7).
Ibn Kath& says that people will be divided into three different categories
on the Day of Resurrection. One group will be on the right side of Allah's
Throne, and they are those who were brought forth from the right side of
the loin of 'Adam =I.
These people will be given their Ledgers of Deeds
in their right hands and will be taken to the right side of the Divine
Throne. They are the inmates of Paradise.
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The second category comprises those who will be placed to the left of
Allah's Throne. These are people who were brought forth from the left
This category will be given their Ledgers of
side of the loin of 'Adam
Deeds in their left hands and will be taken to the left side of the Divine
Throne. They are the inhabitants of the Fire. [We seek refuge in Allah
from their behaviour pattern!]

mi.

The third category consists of As-sabiqiin [the foremost] who are
described a s Al-muqarrabiin [the fortunate believers who are granted
special nearness to Allah]. They will be placed in front of the Divine
Throne. They include the Messengers, the Prophets, S i d d i q h , martyrs
and the friends of Allah. They are fewer than those on the right side.
Towards the end of the Surah, the description of the three categories will
be taken up again to mention that some signs start appearing, right from
the time of death of a person, to indicate in which category he or she is
going to fall.
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(And the Foremost are the foremost ....56:lo) Imam

&mad

21;&I -, has recorded a Tradition on the authority of Sayyidah

&

asked the noble
'xishah Siddiqah
that the Messenger of Allah
Companions: "Do you know who will be the first to be accommodated in
the Divine Shade on the Day of Resurrection?" The noble Companions
,*
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replied: lJLl dJyJj dl "Allah and His Messenger know best." The Messenger
of Allah3$ ! $ said: "They are those who accept the t r u t h when i t is
presented to them; when they are asked for the rights due from them,
they fulfill them; and they judge about the matters of others as they
would judge about themselves."
9,

MujZhid says that As-sZbiqiin (the Foremost) refers to 'the Prophets'.
Ibn Sirin says that it refers to early Muslims who performed their prayers
facing the two qiblas, namely, baytul-maqdis and baitulllah. Hasan and
QatZdah say that in every Ummah there will be As-sEbiqEn. Some of the
commentators express the view that they are people who go first to the
mosque.
Ibn-Kathk cites all these views and concludes that they are all correct
and authentic in their own right. The opinions are not in conflict with one
another, because As-sabiqiin are those who must have been foremost in
their invincible faith and righteous deeds in this world, and as such they
would be the 'Foremost' in the Hereafter in terms of reward which will
befit their faith and good deeds.
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(...many from the earlier generations, and of a
thullatun,
small number from the later ones ....56:13-14) The word
means 'a party, group, company'. Zamakhshari says that thullatun refers
to 'a throng or a large number of people '.
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Who are
Awwalin (earlier generations) and GhT 'Akhirin
(later ones)?
The words 'awwa1;n' (earlier generations) and 'Ekhirin' (later ones)
are used twice: First, in connection with As-sabiqiin (the Foremost) who
are favoured with special Divine nearness; and secondly, in connection
with Ashab-ul-yamin [the People of the Right, or the general body of
believers]. In the case of the 'Foremost' it is mentioned that there will be
'many' from amongst the 'awwalin' (earlier generations) who will be
categorized as 'the Foremost', but from amongst the later generations, the
number of the 'Foremost' will be smaller. As opposed t o this, in the
description of the People of the Right, the word 'thullah' (many) is

